
Reflective Documentation 

 

Snowman and Robot scene 

At first we were asked to create a Snowman scene, and to brainstorm some ideas about the 
inherent theme of the snowman/scene. I started by jotting down some ideas in Coggle, and 
quickly got to a conclusion of a gentleman/businessman snowman theme. This idea came to 
me as snowmen quite prominently have top hats on which reminded me of businessman 
from the past. So to add to this theme I wanted to add a monocle, a bowtie and a suitcase 
and I didn’t want to add a suit to a snowman as I thought this would be incredibly hard to 
model, and even harder to texture correctly on spheres. 

So to start I created three spheres and arranged them as a common snowman, each one 
smaller than the last. I created the top hat from a flattened cylinder, using the inset tool and 
extruding outwards. The monocle was just a tube that was decreased in size on the Z axis, 
and I created the suitcase from a box, adding slices to the top part to create two squares to 
extrude out and bridge them to create the handle. For the bowtie I dragged in a reference 
picture to get a good shape and used a series of chamfers and extrudes to create the correct 
form. I also added the standard carrot nose, arms as well as small black spheres for the eyes, 
mouth and buttons. 

I think the snowman went reasonably okay for my first time back into 3D Modelling in 2 
years and the theme for the snowman definitely shows through and is identifiable. I feel 
that although the snowman shows its theme well, it’s just a little bit too basic for my liking 
and could have really been boosted with some real textures instead of flat colours, along 
with some more polygons for the arms, making them look like branches rather than poles. 
Also looking at the top hat I think it would have been better to use the bevel tool to make 
the hat pop out a bit more on the x and y axis, to fully form a proper top hat. 

After I had completed the snowman at home I wanted to add a tree to the scene, and 
settled for a pine needle tree as this is a common theme with snowmen. I looked at a 
tutorial using the object paint tool. So first I created 3 cones that looked similar to pine 
needles, and made one them brown, one light green and one dark green. I then attached 
the two green ones to a list and used the object paint tool to paint them onto the (now 
enlarged) brown cone. In the settings I boosted up the frequency and rotation and made 
sure it painted them on in the right direction/axis. 

This worked really well to create a branch, and with a few steps made a tree. This tree looks 
almost realistic to me and looks great, and fits the theme. After rendering the scene though 
I noticed two big downsides to this tree that I would try to fix if I were to do this again. The 
first downside was the size of the needles on the branch are a little bit too big and this 
makes the tree look slightly comical, with the correct size the tree would look a lot more 
real. The second downside was the sheer amount of polygons this tree consists of (170,000). 
If this asset were used for a game, it would crash after just a few of these had been loaded 
in, for just a small scene however this works well but is not optimized in the slightest. 



After finishing the snowman scene, we were tasked with adding in a robot that built the 
snowman. I looked up some robots on google to get a good idea of what I wanted to create, 
and saw a mechanical arm for factories and such. I felt like that was a good place to start 
and decided the robot would have two of these arms, along with a base so that it can stand 
and build the snowman. I created the robot with many tools including connect, extrude, 
chamfer and bevel. I had to separate the arms into sections to be able to get the effect I 
wanted, by using spheres and cubes to create this. After giving the robot some colour I 
didn’t like the look of it as there was no shine to the robot, I changed this by upping the 
glossiness and ambient light on the material attached to the robot. 

I feel that the robot came out looking pretty good and fits the look that I was going for in my 
original design. Again I saw a couple problems after looking at the final render of it, which 
were the weird lines in some of the polygons, as well as the weird hands on the mechanical 
arms. By no means did I expect to create a masterpiece but I found it very difficult to form 
the hands correctly and so if I were to recreate this piece I would spend more time looking 
at how to make the hands better and also figure out why I had some weird lines in my 
objects, which were no doubt misplaced vertex’s but I couldn’t see them. 

After finishing these objects, I created a Mr area Omni light and gave it a slight tint of blue 
to make the scene seem more wintery and used the NVidia Mental ray renderer to render 
the image below. After finishing the house object, I added this in to make the scene look 
more populated. 

 

Overall I think this first scene was a great reintroduction to 3DS Max and 3D Modelling for 
me, allowing me to get my skills back in this area. The scene came together quite well in the 
end despite the flaws in the objects that I can see, and this would probably be quite good 
assets for some background objects a medium distance away from the player. 

 



House and Conservatory 

For this scene we were asked to recreate a house from four images that showed us the 
rough dimensions of the house. I started this by adding in the picture twice so that I could 
see the house from two different angles at the same time. I then got the rough outline of 
the house quite quickly from a box, with one connect and moving the edge on the z axis. 
Adding in the other details like the basic windows, chimney, walls, roof tower, wooden 
beams, and door was quite easy needing only the connect, extrude and inset tools. The 
more complex windows were more difficult to make and needed several connects used with 
the other tools already mentioned to create a curved edge around the top of them. 

After finishing the house, I was pretty proud of the definition in the house and really liked 
the way the house looked. Adding in some colour to the polygons took some time but made 
it look even better. I really like the way I managed to add in so much detail to house and 
made it look quite realistic in form. After rendering I noticed that I didn’t really like the way 
the windows looked and could have fixed this by adding in the criss-cross patterns in the 
original image, I did try this but found it a bit too complicated to add at the time. The 
rendered image is below. 

 

We were then tasked with adding a conservatory onto the house we had made. I didn’t like 
it but I had to flatten one of the walls to be able to add on the conservatory. After doing this 
I bevelled out a box from the side of the house making the end of the conservatory come in 
quite a bit. I then added in some inset and extrusions to make the glass panes for the 
conservatory as well as the plastic detail at the top to make it seem more like a 
conservatory. I then chamfered all of the plastic detail and added colour to the polygons, 
using the compact material editor. I also added some glossiness and ambient light to the 
white material to allow the plastic to seem very glossy. 



After finishing the conservatory, I found that I liked the design of the building and felt that it 
definitely looked similar to a conservatory. However, I think that the plastic detailing at the 
top is a bit too round and almost make it look like a moon base. Also, again the windows 
look odd and could be improved with a bit of detailing or a change in opacity, but would 
incur more problems than it would fix. If I were to recreate this object, I would definitely use 
a bit less chamfering and add in some actual textures instead of flat colours. The finished 
result is below. 

 

Coke Can 

I started the can with a simple cylinder and then bevelled each end so that it resembled a 
coke can. I then put some more detail into the bottom of the can by insetting and bevelling. 
At the top I inset and extruded inwards and then inset again and extruded upwards. The 
model was very simple to make and I could have added in the pop tag for more detail, but 
this proved far too hard while keeping the object as one piece. The hardest part of this asset 
was the texturing, unfortunately I had forgotten how to unwrap a map properly and so had 
to Flatten map the UV, which caused a whole lot of issues for me while texturing the object.  

After finally finishing the texture for this object I was quite proud of the result and liked how 
the coke can seemed almost real. I think a couple things could have been done better during 
this creation, one of them being the way I generated the UV map, which really made me 
have to take a lot longer to assemble the texture, and made it insanely difficult to line things 
up. As a result of this bad technique we can also see how a couple of poly’s have been 
missed and make the object look a bit silly. The final thing I think could be improved is the 
inner top bit of the can shouldn’t have been extruded up quite so much. 



 

Wine Bottle 

To start the wine bottle I first brought in a reference picture to get accurate dimensions and 
allow for a better model, with no interpretation of shapes from my brain bringing back the 
quality of the model. I started with a cylinder and bevelled the bottom of it and inset and 
bevelled the underneath, adding another chamfer, to create a realistic underneath of the 
wine bottle. At the top I bevelled the neck up and inwards and used a chamfer to get the 
correct shape. I extruded out the rest of the neck, and extruded again to get the cap, 
extruding one more time, but on the sides of the cap to form the cap properly. I then 
bevelled the top and bottom of the cap as well as the last part of the neck to make 
everything seem curved, as a wine bottle should be, using the reference image to get a 
great shape. 

I really like the outcome of the wine bottle and think the model looks really realistic and 
portrays everything about a wine bottle correctly. The only bit I am disappointed with is the 
texture, and I wish I had looked into making a see through material to be able to make the 
wine bottle look more realistic. 



 

Dice 

I started with a box and chamfered all of the edges to create a realistic dice shape. I then 
created a texture for the dice using a slightly off white colour and black dots to resemble the 
number for each side. I made sure to make each side (with its opposite side) add up to 
seven to make the dice realistic, as well as added highlights to the edges to show ambient 
light. 

I really like how the dice came out and I can’t spot anything wrong with the model or the 
texture. Although it was quite simple I am still proud of the outcome. 

 

Crate 



I started the crate with a box and inset each face (at the same time, to get accurate results 
on each side) and extruded them inwards. I then found a realistic texture for the crate and 
created a UVW map to add it to.  

I like how this low poly crate came out and think the texture looks really good on it. The only 
problem I can see with the crate is the texture on the outermost points where it looks like 
the texture is overlapping instead of merging. I could have fixed this by using a different 
method for creating the UV map.  

 

Desk 

To start the desk, I thought it would be best to get a reference image, and add it into the 
scene on a plane. With the image I decided to start on one of the cabinets as I thought this 
would be the easiest place to start and save me some time later on. I created a box and then 
rotated it 35 degrees on the x axis and duplicated it making sure to rotate it 70 degrees on 
the same axis but in the other direction. Then I moved it to about where it would be, looking 
at the reference image, and bridged the gap between the two. I then added in the details 
with insets and extrudes like the lip of the table and the cabinet detail. I then connected 
some edges and extruded out polygons to create the handles, I did the same with the leg at 
the back of the desk. 

I like the result of this desk and think it has really good form and definition. If I were to 
recreate this object I would make sure to chamfer the edges for the lip of the table very 
slightly, as well as work more on the material for the texture to create a better wood finish 
(I only worked on this in Unity). Also somehow during the rendering process I noticed that 
some definition had disappeared from the right cabinet and has now become distorted, I 
have no idea how to fix this as there are no verts that are missing or otherwise extra. 



 

Computer 

To start the computer I used my own as a reference and added a box to the scene. I used 
the connect and extrude tool to create indents in the front of the computer, including the 
vents, which were surprisingly easy to make and looked great in Unity with a highly 
reflective material. Then on the circular holes and the button I used the spherify modifier to 
make them circular. Texturing the PC was the hardest part to get right as at first I only 
wanted the red outline by the disk drive and after some fiddling realised it had gotten onto 
both sides of the computer case, which looked good so I kept them. Getting the detail right 
on the circular objects as well as the blue colour on the usb inputs was frustrating almost 
beyond compare. I kept my patience and got on with it and felt quite rewarded at the end 
with the result. 

I think the PC came out looking amazing, at first I wasn’t too happy with the finished result 
as in the 3DS Max renders the vent looks appalling because the reflections don’t show the 
detail properly. However after putting the model into Unity and changing the materials, the 
object looks amazing and I can’t believe I made that. I feel that I could have done better on 
this model by adding more detail into the back and making sure the texture is aligned 
perfectly (little red bit on the disk drive), but otherwise really love the result of this one. 

 



 

Below is the screenshot from Unity showing the reflection from the vents which I think look 
really good although it could be toned down a little to better portray real life vents. 

 

Keyboard 

To create the keyboard, I started by getting a reference image so I could keep track of all of 
the keys on a standard keyboard (I don’t have a standard one) and then created a box to 
start from. I then created edges using the connect tool and lined them up horizontally, and 
then went in each poly and created more edges to simulate all of the keys on the keyboard. 
This took a lot longer than I expected, after that was finished I bevelled each polygon that 
was a key. Then I worked on the texture for the keyboard which took an astounding amount 
of time for such a simple texture. I had to keep looking at the reference and the creating 
text fields for each key and position it and resize correctly. 



After I had finished the keyboard I was very proud of the result and thought its form looked 
very realistic. My only problem with the model is when I was going to add in the legs on the 
back, I couldn’t continue as I had connected around the whole object at some points 
creating a mess of edges/vertexes, deleting them resulted in some very weird issues so I 
didn’t delete them. If I were to recreate this object I would ensure I didn’t make the same 
mistake again. I would have also liked to chamfer the edges as they were way to sharp and 
unrealistic. 

Monitor 

To create the monitor, I used my own monitor as reference and started with the base, using 
a cylinder primitive. I made sure it was very short so that it looked like the base and then 
used an inset and moved the polygon towards the back of the base and extruded this 
upwards. I selected some of the polygons on the stand and extruded these out to create the 
hinge type part that holds the screen. I then bevelled out to get the shape of the screen and 
extruded that out slightly to get a thicker shape. I then inset the front polygon and extruded 
inwards very slightly to create a bevel around the edge like normal monitors. I then 
chamfered the edges of the bevel, and it was important to do it this way around otherwise I 
would end up with a nonsensical shape for the actual display part of the screen. 

I think this monitor turned out really well and has a good form that is believable and 
realistic. Although it wasn’t hard I believe it was a good experience to learn from making 
sure to do things in a logical order, or else creating an object with bad form. I think I could 
slightly improve upon the stand part that holds the monitor as this is a bit too thin and 
shaped a little bit off but is definitely passable in some games as a background asset. 

 

Vegetation 

The vegetation was really simple to make and only really included the material setup. For 
each unique piece of vegetation, I had to find a suitable texture and pop it into Photoshop, 



where I would create 2 different files. The first would just be the diffuse map (also used for 
specular level) which I would have to get rid of the background to the image and add a layer 
behind the vegetation texture and fill it in with black. I then saved that file and saved the file 
again as the opacity version. I would then select all of the vegetation layer and colour this in 
white so that it would show through. After this I would create a new material in 3DS Max 
and add the two maps, diffuse map to diffuse and specular level and opacity map to opacity. 
I could then add the material to a plane, and usually added the shell modifier to them and 
sometimes a bend to create a more organic shape.  

For the coconut tree I pretty much followed the steps above using the bend and shell 
modifiers to create a model with good form that looks realistic. 

I am really happy with the outcome of most of the vegetation, especially the coconut tree as 
it is a good example of a low poly model that looks great. I could have made the tree less 
polys but there were some shadow issues so I had to add the shell modifier to the leaves. I 
would have really liked to get more in-depth into more advanced techniques in creating low 
poly vegetation as I think it’s a really crazy field in modelling. I didn’t like how some of the 
vegetation I had made looked really bad, which was usually down to the dimensions of the 
planes and how they would cast shadows over each other. I also found it hard at first to 
create any trees, with my first ones as examples they looked horrendous, as planes they just 
cast huge shadows and look terrible. I eventually decided to do an easier tree which ended 
with a much better result. 

 

Post-box 

For the post-box I grabbed a reference image and brought it into my scene to allow me to 
make a more realistic post-box. I started with a cylinder (at the bottom) and then inset it 
and extruded the middle polygon upwards, using the reference image to gauge how much 
height I should give it. I then extruded again but a tiny amount and extruded the sides of 



this extrusion to get the start of the hat. I then extruded upwards a little and then finished 
off with a bevel. I then added the detail, of the info display and slot by selecting polygons 
and extruding them outwards, insetting and extruding inwards.  

I think the finished post-box has really good form and looks realistic. My only problems with 
the model is the texture and the open slot. I think the texture looks a bit dull for a normal 
post-box and need some shine and gloss to it, which I could have added with the glossiness 
and ambient light settings. The open slot problem was more of an accident that I didn’t see 
happen. Somehow as I had the slot selected I had deleted the polygon and not realised, and 
for some reason it just doesn’t allow me to use the border tool to cap the gap. 

 

Conclusion 

Working through creating all of these objects was fun, insightful and somewhat challenging. 
I really enjoyed the challenge of creating these models, and having to think of the right 
sequence of actions to create desired shapes and forms for the different models. I learnt a 
lot more than I originally knew of 3D modelling, and these models allowed me to get back in 
to an area I am quite interested in and willing to get better at.  

I think that I made some decent models with much room for improvement. The models 
were, usually, formed well and looked realistic or else similar to what they should and the 
textures (that I actually found decent ones for) were usually pretty good as well, adding to 
the model well. I think I still need to work a bit more on how I approach certain tasks, 
especially texturing. I need to make sure that I use the correct way to texture an object for 
different situations, whether that be the way I arrange the polygons in the UV map, or else 
how I use the textures for the model, as well as adding extra settings like glossiness. 

GDD’s 

 



GDD 1 – Fatal Rage 

Working through this idea was very fun for me, I had next to no experience with side 
scrollers or beat ‘em ups and have only played streets of Rage from these genres, when I 
was pretty young. I dived in by first creating a mind map of all the ideas I could come up 
with and quickly decided on a theme. I then researched a bit into the theme to find out 
what others had done before me. After looking at some examples I refined my ideas and 
started to produce the document. Working through the document got a little bit muddled 
about halfway through and my ideas started to conflict and counter each other. After some 
sorting I eventually got the first document ready for show. 

I then refined the document after getting some critical feedback, by adding in extra images 
and rewording things such as enemies speed and health amount etc. I found this first GDD 
quite challenging to construct but I could definitely see the flaws throughout the document 
when faced with them through the critical feedback. I think this document is quite good and 
displays my ideas quite well, although I could definitely improve upon this with some drawn 
character artwork as well as a prototype and some level design images. 

GDD 2 – Morbo Spatium 

For this document I worked with three other people to plan and design a document 
portraying a game concept that fit a certain theme. To start we came up with the core idea 
and used a mind map to get all of our ideas down on to paper. After we had done this we 
delegated different sections of the GDD to everyone. We then produced our own sections 
and asked each other for feedback on it, and changed them accordingly. We had a few 
meetings to make sure our ideas didn’t conflict and tried to ensure that the document fit 
the brief. 

I found this GDD quite easy to complete, as obviously there was less work involved, but also 
my group put in the effort to make sure things went smoothly throughout, and I would like 
to think I did as well. It was a little challenging trying to get all of our ideas down on to paper 
and to decide what we should incorporate to make the best idea that we could. Fortunately, 
everyone was willing to listen to each other’s perspective on such matters and we soon got 
our final idea. I like the final outcome of the document and only wish we had a bit more 
time to add some more images and flesh out the mechanics a bit more. 

GDD 3 – The Heist: Gang of Four 

Again with this GDD I started by getting my ideas down onto paper, and then decided on a 
theme. I researched the theme to get references of other games that were similar (Payday), 
and found it quite challenging to add upon the gameplay mechanics of the game in a 
meaningful way. After more idea generation I finally came up with, what I think, are great 
ideas to add upon Payday to create a unique and better experience. After assembling the 
document, I looked at creating a prototype to show off a mechanic and make sure it could 
be implemented properly into the game. I chose to prototype the carry weight mechanic to 
show how I could change the players speed dependant on their weight. This took a long 
time to sort out due to various variables not changing as they should, unbeknownst to my 



current knowledge in the area. I got around it using different variables which proved 
succe3ssful and the finished prototype can be viewed in my other submission. 

I had a lot of fun creating this document and trying to add unique experiences and 
purposeful gameplay, on top of an already majorly successful gameplay experience. I think I 
did quite well at this and succeeded in showing my idea of the game to a good extent. In 
future I would like to stay away from taking a game and adding on top of it, and instead 
create completely unique ideas, to create a fresh and new experience for players. 

Conclusion 

I learnt a lot about game documents and the development of ideas through this work. 
Firstly, I saw how hugely important it is to plan out your ideas, and get a clear and concise 
view of what these actually are, and this proves to be vitally important to the success of the 
document. This can be seen from the transition of quality from my first document to the 
third one, which I believe was a lot clearer and concise. Secondly I noticed how important it 
is to make clear comments about each aspect of the game, these things can include the 
visual aspect/theme as well as properties an enemy will have or certain mechanics that 
need to be implemented in the game. If a developer doesn’t understand what you are trying 
to communicate, how are they going to create what you wanted? Finally, I learnt how 
crucial references are in these documents, as games that are created are similar to at least 
one game that is already out. There is no better way to tell a developer what your game is 
like, than pointing out a game that is similar, whether that be in mechanics, visuals or 
theme/genre.  

I am happy with my progress in this area and feel a lot better at trying to communicate my 
ideas effectively, and efficiently. I still believe I could improve upon these skills to create 
better game design documents, and feel that I need to work a bit more on level design and 
other diagrams, that I incorporate into these documents. 

 

Trello Link -  https://trello.com/b/Lo4B0KjP 

 


